
Mindful habits



The sum of your daily

routines, choices,

behaviours, language,

environment and habits

form your everyday sense

of wellbeing.
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If you commute by bus or train,

reduce rush-hour stress by doing a

body scan during the journey. Start by

feeling your feet and toes, moving up

to the lower limbs, up to the hips and

back and moving all the way up to

the head.
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Mindful commute



If your mind feels like a boat

in a storm at sea, thoughts

thrashing against the sides

and waves crashing down,

it's time to pause and

breathe.
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Mindful sights

This lunch-time, step outside and walk to a

park, square, or the river. Sit down slowly

and take a deep breath. Move your

awareness to the sights and sounds -

moving your gaze very slowly. Notice every

detail, explore each sound. Do this for 2

minutes each day.
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Choose one meal-time to slow things

down. Sit alone or somewhere quiet and

start by examining the colours and

textures on your plate. Slowly take a

spoonful and explore the aroma. Gently

begin to chew and discover the taste. Do

this with each mouthful.
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Mindful eating



Breathe in slowly through the nose for

the count of 4. Exhale slowly through

the nose for the count of 6. Repeat for

a minute. What sensations do you

observe in the body? What do you feel

in the body.
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Mindful starts and ends

When you awake, lie in bed and listen

to your breath and observe the rise and

fall of the chest for 2 minutes.

At night, as you lie in bed, take slow

inhales and exhales and observe the

breath for 2 minutes.
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Mindful meetings

Before each meeting give yourself a 2

minute mindful moment. Ready your

mind to create space for new

information by slowing your breathing

down and observing the breath.
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